RESEARCH IN PROGRESS: VICTORY IN FUTURE FIELD DAY EVENTS

Earlier Date of Classic Day Necessitates Faster Organization

SCHOLARSHIP CONFIDENT

Field Day To Be Held October 28; Handbook Wrong

T. C. A. Halls Articles
Lost At Freshman Camp

The following articles were found this past Sunday at the Freshman camp.

1. A pair of wrestling shoes
2. A pair of socks
3. A handbook
4. A box of chocolates
5. A pair of underwear
6. A pair of shoes
7. A pencil

Any of those who lost any of these articles are requested to reclaim them. The T. C. A. office always likes to help the men of the freshman class.

Field Day To Be Held

Oct. 28; Handbook Wrong

Future: Wednesday, October 28th.

The Field Day will take place on October 28th. The Field Day activities will include a variety of sports and competitions, including football, track, and relay races. The day will conclude with a mass meeting and awards ceremony.

The Field Day was traditionally held on November 4th, but due to scheduling conflicts, the event has been moved up by a week. The T. C. A. office has been notified of the change and will make any necessary adjustments to ensure a smooth transition.

The Field Day is an annual event that focuses on team spirit, friendly competition, and a sense of community among the student body. The day is expected to be a day of fun and excitement for all involved.

The T. C. A. office would like to remind all participants to dress appropriately for the weather and to arrive at the field early to avoid missing any of the exciting events. Good luck to all participants and enjoy a great day at Field Day!
VOX POPULI

A college newspaper no more than a metropolitan daily can exist without some contact with its readers. A silent audience is just as embarrassing to an editor as it is to an author or a musician. Some comment, either critical or complimentary, is desirable. It is a help to the editor to know his efforts are appreciated. It has always been the policy of THE TECH to open its columns to anyone wishing to discuss questions which may be of interest to the student body or to call the attention of Technology to his faults; if it be complimentary, he knows his efforts are appreciated.

With these few limitations we throw our columns open to discussions at this time, is whether the Prom Committee shall be appointed or elected as in previous years.

DEPRESSION PRICES

Within the past few days there has been some discussion among certain members of the upper classes regarding the status of the Junior Prom usually held each March. Last year at a meeting of the Institute Committee after the Prom, the question of whether the Undergraduate Association through the Institute Committee should be financially responsible for the Prom was discussed. Because the Prom no longer had an appreciable reserve and because attendance had fallen off considerably for some years it was decided that the Prom would not be sponsored as an official undergraduate newspaper to furnish them with all the happenings of a busy school. In all fields, scholastic extra-curricular, social, sports, and general news, THE TECH continues to present the latest and most interesting occurrences of the day. Accuracy and good taste govern all of its columns.
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Here is an opportunity to join an activity that has already earned a distinguished place in the life of the Institute. Here is an opportunity to make contacts with all important members of undergraduate life, as a member of the newspaper staff.

Act Now! There are still positions open in all departments for bright, ambitious men. Drop into the office in Walker Memorial at any time and talk things over. Your life at the Institute is not complete without participation in an activity.
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FRESHMEN EXPECTANT OF FIELD DAY VICTORY

(Continued from page one)

Institutes/track coach, with the assistance of several upperclassmen. Each of the twelve men comprising the team is required to run a half a lap around the cinder track. In last year's event the class of 1934 out-classed the 1935 men conclusively, leading them by 200 yards.

Eye See Crew Race

While the track event comes at the height of the day's excitement, the crew race, although quite as spectacular, is viewed by comparatively few spectators. Coming as it does in the early morning before most of the students are out of bed, it is only those who arise with the dawn or those who have remained awake throughout the night that have the opportunity to cheer their team on or protest.

The tug-of-war is the shortest, but not the least exciting of the several events, for throughout its short duration, the non-partisans of each of the remaining classes are literally tearing their tonsils apart.

Last but not least on the program is the glove fight in which all members of the respective classes can give vent to the enthusiasm which he has stirred up during the preceding events. It is largest in number of contestants but smallest in point value, one point going to the class capturing most gloves. While a team may be losing in tabulation of the other events, a victory in the glove fight means a moral Field Day victory if not an actual one.

Amusements

STAGE


Colored — "The Green Pastures."
The epic of the negro. Worth your time.

SCREEN


Orpheum — "Grand Hotel," at popular prices.

PLEDGE LISTS

In the Wednesday, October 5th, issue of THE TECH, a list of the pledges to Greek Letter fraternities of the respective classes can give each of them an idea of the number of pledges to Greek Letter fraternities.

FLORENZ ZIEGFELD

said... "I consider Ruth Etting the greatest singer of songs that I have managed in forty years in the theater."

Out of the Sky!

ON WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHTS...

Music in the air...bewitching music. "Blues" or ballads...sad songs, glad songs...old favorites or latest hits...Chesterfield's Girl of Song sings them all. Hear

RUTH ETTING

in Chesterfield's Radio Program, "Music that Satisfies," every Wednesday, 10 p.m., every Saturday, 9 p.m.

E. S. T.—Columbia System.

Fifty Freshmen Try

For Field Day Crew

Fifty-old freshmen are industriously working out on the rowing machines to get themselves in shape for the coming Field Day battle on the 28th of October. With last year's varsity men helping him out as temporary coaches, Al Dunning hopes to get the men on the water in a week's time.

So far, nearly a dozen first year candidates have admitted previous experience in the fine art of rowing, and form the nucleus of what promises to be a very strong team. While a number have been a bit anxious about their teammates, they are looking forward to the annual seven o'clock race on the Charles.

This seven o'clock, in the morning, is it rumored, serves to scare off numerous other would-be candidates, but it is also served to be a kind of reference examination for the particular, one lucky survivor will be, rowing to a man's name. For that matter, it is getting out of bed an hour or so after dark.


**Many Changes Made In Technology During Summer; 100 Rooms Involved**

New Eastman Building Opened; Chemical Store Rooms Are Changed

Besides the transfer of the entire Graduate Physical Chemistry Department to the new Eastman Research Building, Building 6, many changes have been made in the entire academic space in the summer months, and a survey shows a total of about 100 rooms in the Department.

The reference books in Physics, Chemistry, and Mathematics have been transferred to the new Eastman library in Building 6, and it is planned to move the Mining and Geological library to East Basin sometime this fall. The Institute has been especially generous in making those moves as far the space left has been made into study rooms for candidates for the Doctor's Degree.

Storage Rooms New

The Chemical storage rooms have been greatly increased, the supply elevator in Building 4, a new room being built on the north end of the top floor of the same building, and the Blue Print Service has been transferred to the Photographic Service in the basement of Building 5, with a new machine for giving black and white prints.

The following are the laboratories which have been changed: The Organic Chemistry Laboratory (4-484) has been moved so as to take care of the work which was previously conducted in 4-635.

Mining Facilities

The rock testing machine has been moved from 3-313 to 4-440, and additional facilities provided for the examination of the work in Metallurgy and in Physics of Minerals.

The major portion of the equipment in the lower floor of Building 2 has been assigned to the Department of Chemical Engineering, with the additional laboratories for the study of the chemical aspects of the iron and steel industries.

The Institute has been given control of the Chemical Storage Rooms, and for the development of an undergraduate Physical Laboratory for Atomic Structure and Spectroscopy, a laboratory of 'Theodore Employees' has been added.

**Premiums Offered In Catholic Club Membership Drive**

Religious Organization Points To Rapid Enlargement This Autumn

Researches are being offered this year to men in the Technology Catholic Club membership drive. After report- ing names, Monday evening the information office, all men interested will be distributed into teams of four, receive their instructions, and go out after mockers, until five o'clock, Tuesday, October 11.

The records of the names and each team on the wall will be announced on the day after the contest, when awards will be presented to the three teams and two individual winners who have signed the most new members.

The winning teams and winning men get free admission to all dance and convocation programs given by the Club; the second team and men will have second admission to all the dances; and the third team and all the badge winners.

Pamphlets are now on all the large bulletin boards around campus. The Catholic Club, already the largest undergraduate club, expects to make this year's drive a record-breaking one.

**You like that old pipe don't you?**

- **T. C. A. Distributes Annual Blotters**

- **Boit, Dalton & Church**

- **KENDALL SQUARE OFFICE**

- **Your Bank**

- **INSURANCE OF ALL KINDS**

- **GRANGER IS AMERICA'S PIPE TOBACCO**

- **The TECH**

**Friday, September 30, 1932**

**DR. BENNETT BACK FROM SUMMER TRIP**

Overseas Year and Exactly Large Intestines. Professor Bennett told us of his visit to Dr. Conger. See Short Course Disagreement.

**Bicycles and Bicycles**

A phenomenon which has caused much discussion and most discussion is the leno- karts. Occasionally the number of the cars in the class that jumped from the small ratio of two to the great ratio of two for millions, but only presently.

In order to the office of the Physical Review Dr. Conger said:

"Yes, I like to smoke Granger. I have tried all kinds of tobacco, but, for the present season, any other that is as good as Granger.

I don't know anything about tobacco, and I should say that Granger is the one tobacco that is made just right for pipes."